RESEARCH

RESEARCH - OFFICES - (Qty: 7 @ 125 SF)
- Keep offices grouped together
- Access to a conference room is desired, but does not have to be dedicated
- Does not have to be within secure area

RESEARCH - EXAM / INTERVIEW / LAB AREA
- Spaces to be within secure area
- Spaces should be adjacent to one another
- These spaces should be easily accessed/proximal to the Research Workstations
RESEARCH

**RESEARCH - RESEARCH STATION** - (Qty: 20 @ 81 SF)
- Research stations to be grouped together within secure area
- Research stations to be proximal to the Exam/lab/interview spaces

**RESEARCH - SUPPORT SPACES**
- These spaces do not have to be within the secure area
- The Computer Lab should have secure entry, but does not have to be adjacent to other Research spaces
- Storage can be anywhere in building, but secure entry
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